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Abstract
Objective To evaluate type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)related direct medical costs by complication type and
complication number, and to assess the impacts of
complications as well as socioeconomic factors on direct
medical costs.
Design A cross-sectional study using data from the
region’s diabetes management system, social security
system and death registry system, 2015.
Setting Tongxiang, China.
Participants Individuals diagnosed with T2DM in the
local diabetes management system, and who had 2015
insurance claims in the social security system. Patients
younger than 35 years and patients whose insurance type
changed in the year 2015 were excluded.
Main outcome measures The mean of direct medical
costs by complication type and number, and the
percentage increase of direct medical costs relative
to a reference group, considering complications and
socioeconomic factors.
Results A total of 19 015 eligible individuals were
identified. The total cost of patients with one complication
was US$1399 at mean, compared with US$248 for
patients without complications. The mean total cost for
patients with 2 and 3+ complications was US$1705 and
US$2994, respectively. After adjustment for socioeconomic
confounders, patients with one complication had,
respectively, 83.55% and 38.46% greater total costs for
inpatient and outpatient services than did patients without
complications. The presence of multiple complications
was associated with a significant 44.55% adjusted
increase in total outpatient costs, when compared with one
complication. Acute complications, diabetic foot, stroke,
ischaemic heart disease and diabetic nephropathy were
the highest cost complications. Gender, age, education
level, insurance type, T2DM duration and mortality were
significantly associated with increased expenditures of
T2DM.
Conclusions Complications significantly aggravated
expenditures on T2DM. Specific kinds of complications and
the presence of multiple complications are correlated with
much higher expenditures. Proper management and the
prevention of related complications are urgently needed to
reduce the growing economic burden of diabetes.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This is a population-based study that estimates type

2 diabetes mellitus-related direct medical costs
using insurance claims linked with healthcare management and death registry data for a large sample
in rural China.
►► This study is the first of its kind to examine this topic with data linking primary care management and
death registry data with insurance claims for residents of rural China.
►► Direct medical costs are evaluated by complication
type and number, and the percentage increase in
expenditures relative to the reference group, considering complications and socioeconomic factors,
is assessed using generalised linear models.
►► The evaluation relied on records in different electronic systems that were in some cases not aligned
and whose accuracy and completeness are difficult
to verify.
►► The first diagnosis listed on an insurance claim was
defined as the primary reason for each inpatient
admission or outpatient visit, and only very limited
information on self-medication costs, physical examinations and laboratory tests was found to be
available.

Introduction
Diabetes is an important public health issue
that adversely affects the lives of millions
of individuals worldwide.1 The number of
patients with diabetes has been increasing
around the world, especially in China. Globally, the total number of people with diabetes
is projected to rise from 415 million in 2015
to 642 million in 2040.2 In China, a recent
study reported that the overall prevalence of
diabetes among adults was 10.9%.3
Evidence from previous studies demonstrates that diabetes imposes a substantial
economic burden on individuals, their
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Methods
Data collection
This study was conducted in Tongxiang, Zhejiang
Province. This is one of the most economically prosperous areas of Southeast China, close to Shanghai and
Hangzhou.
We collected data from Tongxiang’s diabetes management system, social security system and death registry.
The local diabetes management system and death registry
are maintained by Zhejiang Provincial Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. The diabetes management system documents patients’ diabetes type, date of
diagnosis, demographic information (including sex, date
of birth, education, etc), as well as a unique identification number. The death registry contains information
on causes of death, and encompasses all deaths in the
area, whether they occurred in a hospital, at home or in
another community location.
The social security system is maintained by the local
Social Security Bureau, and covers about 95% of registered residents. There are two basic medical insurance
schemes in Tongxiang: the Urban Resident Basic Medical
Insurance (URBMI) and Urban Employee Basic Medical
Insurance (UEBMI). (The rural New Cooperative Medical
Scheme merged into the standard URBMI in 2015.) The
UEBMI includes employees and retirees from local enterprises, institutions and governmental organisations. In
2

contrast, URBMI includes farmers, self-employed people.
Compared with URBMI, UEBMI is more generous and
has higher reimbursement ratios for both hospitalisation
and outpatient visits. In addition to insurance type, reimbursement is determined by medication grade, hospital
grade, diagnosed disease, total costs, inpatient or outpatient visits. The local Social Security Bureau has established an algorithm based on national health policies and
local financial expenditures to calculate the composition
of costs. People who sign up for an insurance scheme get
an insurance card linked to a unique account. Generally,
patients provide their insurance card to settle costs at
a hospital or clinic, and an electronic system reads the
information from the insurance card and calculates the
total costs, including out-of-pocket (OOP) costs, instantaneously. Patients need pay only the OOP costs at that
point; other costs are settled by the local Social Security
Bureau. The electronic system then tracks all cost settlements. Insurance claims data include the total and OOP
expenditures associated with each hospitalisation, outpatient visit and purchase of medication. Claims also specify
information on insurance type, diagnosed diseases,
treatment dates, the names of relevant hospitals and
pharmacies.
We linked information from these three different
systems using unique patient identification numbers.
Individuals who met WHO criteria for T2DM8 and were
registered in the local diabetes management system in
2015 were included in the study. Patients younger than
35 years old were excluded to avoid the possibility of
including individuals with type 1 diabetes. Patients who
did not have any insurance claim (including for diabetes,
diabetes-related complications and other diseases) in
2015 or whose insurance type changed that year were also
excluded.
Definition of complications and mortality
The electronic systems recorded the diagnosis and expenditure for each inpatient admission or outpatient visit. In
our dataset, some diagnoses had already been encoded
as ICD-10 ; the rest were documented using the Chinese
name of the diagnosis. We used the first diagnosis listed
on each insurance claim to define the primary reason for
each visit. To standardise the diagnosis, we screened the
full names and ICD-10 codes, and categorised the diagnosis into different groups. Acute diabetic complications
include diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), hyperglycaemic
hyperosmolar status (HHS), lactic acidosis and hypoglycaemia coma. Chronic complications include stroke,
ischaemic heart disease, retinopathy, nephropathy,
neuropathy, diabetic foot and an unspecified category.
Stroke includes ischaemic and haemorrhagic strokes, as
well as stroke sequelae and related recovery periods, but
excludes strokes caused by trauma (such as cerebral ischaemia, cerebral infarction, cerebral thrombosis, lacunar
infarction and transient ischaemic attack). Ischaemic
heart disease includes angina, myocardial infarction,
ischaemic cardiomyopathy, patients with percutaneous
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families, as well as healthcare systems, especially in
low-income and middle-income countries.4 Moreover,
diabetes-related complications obviously aggravate the
economic burden of diabetes.5 In 2015 the global cost
of diabetes was an estimated US$1.31 trillion or 1.8% of
global gross domestic product (GDP), and direct costs
accounted for 65.3% of this total burden.6 In China, the
direct medical costs of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
increased from US$2.27 billion in 2002 to US$8.65 billion
in 2008.7 In 2015, the direct costs of diabetes were estimated to be US$141.58 billion and accounted for 1.3%
of GDP.6
The economic burden of diabetes has become a great
challenge for clinical and public health. It is important to
identify which types of complications and socioeconomic
factors affect direct medical costs, so as to better understand the increasing expenditures on diabetes and to
design cost-reducing diabetes management programmes.
Unfortunately, few studies to date have considered the
impacts of complications and socioeconomic factors on
direct medical costs in rural China.
This study aims to evaluate T2DM-related direct
medical costs by complication type and complication
number, and to assess the impacts of complications as well
as socioeconomic factors on them. To make an accurate
and representative assessment, databases of primary care
management, health insurance and death were linked to
generate a relatively large sample of patients diagnosed
with T2DM.

Open access
demographic information and to account for the skewed
distribution of costs, we used generalised linear models
(GLMs) with gamma distribution and a log-link function
to estimate multivariable regressions. The dependent
variables were the total costs and OOP costs for both
inpatient and outpatient care. The presented estimates
were exponentiated. As a result, estimated coefficients
represent percentage differences relative to the reference
group. Moreover, GLMs were also used to compare cost
patterns across different categories with adjustments of
age, sex, insurance type, education, income, occupation,
T2DM duration and mortality.

Definition of costs
We evaluated costs using medical claims data from the
social security system in 2015, based on the diagnosis
noted on each visit or hospitalisation. For patients who
died in 2015, we calculated the costs for the part of
the year the patients were alive. The total annual costs
(T2DM-related direct medical costs) were defined as
the expenditures attributable to T2DM and its complications including acute diabetic complications (DKA,
HHS, lactic acidosis and hypoglycaemia coma), chronic
complications (stroke, ischaemic heart disease, retinopathy, nephropathy, neuropathy, diabetic foot) and an
unspecified category. We excluded costs related to a diagnosis of hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, cancer, infectious
diseases.
The totals costs include expenditures on diagnosis,
treatment, laboratory testing, medication (prescription
or non-prescription), medical materials, care provided
by specialists (including diabetologists) and nurses.
The OOP costs are the portion of the total costs paid
by patients themselves. Inpatient and outpatient costs
encompass the direct medical costs of hospital stays and
outpatient visits, respectively. The self-medication cost is
defined as non-prescription drug purchases made by the
patient, for example, at pharmacies outside of hospitals
or clinics.

Patient and public involvement
We linked the information from three different electronic systems and did not seek direct information from
individuals. In other words, there was no patient or public
involvement in the study.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted using SAS analytical
software (V.9.2, SAS Institute). All statistical significance
decisions were based on two-tailed p values below 0.05.
Descriptive statistics for demographic information use
frequency, percentages, mean and SD. We compared
binomial and multinomial variables with Pearson’s χ2 test,
and ordinal variables with the Cochran-Armitage test.
Because the resulting distribution of costs was skewed, we
calculated the mean, median and quartile of unit total
and OOP costs by complication type and number. We also
presented 95% CIs of means that are bootstrapped with
1000 bootstrap samples. Individuals who did not have an
insurance claim due to T2DM and its related complications were treated as US$0.0015 (ie, ¥0.01, US$1≈¥6.5
based on the exchange rate in 2015) in the calculation.
In order to estimate the impacts of complications on
inpatient and outpatient costs while controlling for
Wu H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e020647. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-020647

Results
Among the 21 308 managed patients with diabetes,
1721 cases did not have any insurance claim (including
for diabetes, diabetes-related complications and other
diseases) in 2015. In addition, 253 patients were diagnosed with type 1 diabetes, 235 patients were younger
than 35 years and 84 cases involved an insurance change
in 2015. After excluding these cases, there were 19 015
individuals eligible for analysis (see figure 1). Among
them, 16 675 individuals (87.7%) had an insurance claim
due to T2DM or related complications. Of these, 16 275
(97.6%) patients had outpatient claims, compared with
1419 (8.5%) who had inpatient claims. Table 1 shows that
74.93% of patients had URBMI, and these had a significantly lower age than those with UEBMI (mean±SD age:
62.73±11.11 years vs 64.17±11.42 years, p=0.02, respectively). Compared with female patients, male patients had
a significantly greater proportion of UEBMI (p<0.001).
Additionally, on average, patients under UEBMI had
attained a higher level of education than those under
URBMI (p<0.001). There was no significant difference
in mortality between patients with UEBMI and URBMI.
The registered prevalence of complications in the study
population was 12.25% (95% CI 11.78% to 12.71%).
Compared with patients under URBMI, patients under
UEBMI had significantly higher rates of ischaemic heart
disease, stroke, nephropathy and the ‘unspecified’ category of complications. In our sample, 5.89% of cases
lacked information on education level and 10.23% on
income.
Among patients with complications, 87.63% (2041
patients) had complications in one category, and the
costs due to diabetes and its complications totalled
US$2.86 million. Of this, 50.19% was for patients with
stroke, 36.19% for patients with ischaemic heart disease,
while other complications accounted for less than 5%
each. Table 2 shows the annual total and OOP costs per
patient for different types of complications. The unit
3
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coronary intervention (PCI) or coronary artery bypass
graft, or is determined by coronary angiography, as well
as sequelae, recovery period and postoperative treatment.
Mortality is defined as patients with diabetes who died in
2015. If a patient with diabetes had at least one claim for a
complication described above in the social security system
in 2015, and the visiting date was later than the T2DM
diagnosed date, then he/she was grouped in the category ‘with complications’. The corresponding complication type and number were also collected for the patient.
Otherwise, the patient was included in the ‘without
complications’ category.
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The diagram of the final dataset selection.

total expenditures of patients with one complication
were US$1399 at mean (95% CI US$1222 to US$1591),
compared with $248 (95% CI US$242 to US$255) for
patients without complications. The mean OOP expenditures were US$525 (95% CI US$472 to US$584)
and US$105 (95% CI US$102 to US$108) for patients
with one or no complication, respectively. There were
statistically significant differences in both total and OOP
costs among patients with different complications (GLM
regression, total cost: χ2=56.25, p<0.001; OOP cost:
χ2=22.53, p=0.02). Patients who suffered acute complications had the highest mean expenditures of US$5558
(95% CI US$1806 to US$12393), followed by those with
diabetic foot (US$5207, 95% CI US$2067 to US$9647),
stroke (US$1724, 95% CI US$1420 to US$2145), nephropathy (US$1692, 95% CI US$1253 to US$2255), ischaemic
heart disease (US$1150, 95% CI US$940 to US$1413),
neuropathy (US$1102, 95% CI US$691 to US$1628),
unspecified (US$977, 95% CI US$706 to US$1272) and
retinopathy (US$766, 95% CI US$617 to US$933) (see
table 2).
Among patients with one category of complication,
the expenditures associated with that complication
accounted for 70.98% of their total medical expenditure. As figure 2 shows, patients with acute complications
spent 81.71% of their total costs on the treatment of these
complications. The proportion of total expenditures associated with T2DM-related chronic complications was as
follows: stroke 78.81%, diabetic foot 74.79%, ischaemic
4

heart disease 72.53%, nephropathy 33.12%, unspecified
29.33%, neuropathy 27.53% and retinopathy 19.58%.
Figure 3 shows that the mean of total cost and OOP cost
per patient increased with the number of complications.
The mean total cost for patients with two complications
was US$1705 (95% CI US$1405 to US$2048), compared
with US$2994 (95% CI US$1847 to US$4232) for patients
with 3+ complications. Moreover, patients with 2 and
3+ complications had a mean OOP cost of US$666 (95%
CI US$544 to US$812) and US$1055 (95% CI US$616 to
US$1441), respectively. The expenditures of patients with
1, 2 and 3+ complications differed at statistically significant levels for both total costs (GLM regression, χ2=19.48,
p<0.001) and OOP costs (GLM regression, χ2=23.30,
p<0.001).
Controlling for age, sex, educational level, income,
occupation, insurance type, duration of T2DM diagnosis
and mortality, patients with one category of complication
had 83.55% (p<0.001) and 38.46% (p<0.001) higher
total inpatient and outpatient expenditures, respectively,
compared with patients without complications. Estimates
also show that patients with diabetic foot, acute complications, stroke, ischaemic heart disease, nephropathy,
neuropathy, retinopathy and unspecified complications had inpatient expenditures that were, respectively,
140.80%, 116.75%, 86.30%, 86.12%, 52.93%, 51.86%,
51.70% and 48.44% higher than those of similar patients
without complications (p<0.05). In addition, outpatient expenditures were 86.86% (p<0.05) higher among
Wu H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e020647. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-020647
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Figure 1
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Characteristics
N
Age (years), %

Overall
19 015 (100.00)

UEBMI
4767 (25.07)

URBMI
14 248 (74.93)

<0.001*

 35–50

11.68

10.17

12.18

 50–59

26.72

24.96

27.30

 60–69

33.13

32.22

33.43

 ≥70

28.48

32.64

27.08

 Mean (SD)

63.09 (11.21)

64.17 (11.42)

62.73 (11.11)

Gender, %
43.99

62.45

37.81

 Female

56.01

37.55

62.19

Education level, %

<0.001‡

 No formal school

34.42

10.59

42.39

 Primary school

38.35

36.63

38.92

 Middle school or higher

21.34

47.51

12.58

5.89

5.27

6.10

Income (US$ per month), %

<0.001‡
4.05

2.31

4.64

 231–461

55.43

52.34

56.46

 ≥462

30.28

33.54

29.19

 Unspecified

10.23

11.81

9.71

 <231

Occupation, %

<0.001‡

 Worker

15.98

26.77

12.37

 Farmer

52.04

15.46

64.28

 Retired/housework

15.55

36.33

8.60

 Others

16.43

21.44

14.75

T2DM duration(years), %

<0.001*

 <5

51.80

49.76

52.48

 5–9

37.61

35.35

38.37

 ≥10

10.59

14.89

9.15

Mortality, %

0.020†
<0.001‡

 Male

 Unspecified

P values

1.98

1.76

2.05

0.218‡

12.25

15.27

11.24

<0.001‡

 Acute complications

0.07

0.04

0.08

0.352‡

 Ischaemic heart disease

5.98

8.12

5.26

<0.001‡

 Stroke

5.55

6.50

5.23

0.001‡

 Retinopathy

0.88

1.05

0.83

0.159‡

 Neuropathy

0.27

0.25

0.27

0.799‡

 Nephropathy

0.42

0.80

0.29

<0.001‡

 Diabetic foot
 Unspecified

0.03
0.64

0.02
1.24

0.03
0.44

0.794‡
<0.001‡

Complications, %

*Cochran-Armitage test.
†Student’s t-test.
‡Pearson’s χ2 test.
T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; UEBMI, Urban Employee Basic Medical Insurance; URBMI, Urban Resident Basic Medical Insurance.

patients with acute complications. For chronic complications, the outpatient expenditures associated with diabetic
nephropathy, retinopathy, the unspecified category,
Wu H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e020647. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-020647

neuropathy, stroke and ischaemic heart disease were
higher by 96.86%, 77.80%, 63.45%, 47.60%, 33.31% and
26.63%, respectively (p<0.05). Despite these differences,
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Table 1 Characteristics of study population by insurance type
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Total cost

OOP cost

Complications

Mean (95% CI)

None
Overall

248 (242 to 255)
1399 (1222 to 1591)

110 (23–292)
445 (138–1348)

105 (102 to 108)
525 (472 to 584)

Acute complications

5558 (1806 to 12393)

2510 (1717–2962)

2173 (746 to 4744)

Ischaemic heart disease 1150 (940 to 1413)

305 (113–1007)

Stroke

1724 (1420 to 2145)

603 (158–1635)

Retinopathy

766 (617 to 933)

Neuropathy

1102 (691 to 1628)

Nephropathy
Diabetic foot
Unspecified
Test for complications

Median (P25–P75)

Mean (95% CI)

Proportion
Median (P25–P75) of OOP (%)
46 (3–114)
184 (61–562)

42.27
37.52

968 (743–1423)

39.10

475 (388 to 578)

122 (46–403)

41.33

568 (501 to 647)

243 (72–637)

32.91

436 (157–914)

378 (303 to 471)

204 (78–413)

49.39

564 (208–1441)

474 (277 to 718)

258 (97–512)

42.99

1692 (1253 to 2255)

891 (441–2213)

789 (580 to 1026)

456 (232–953)

46.66

5207 (2067 to 9647)

3506 (1839–5417)

1515 (723 to 2336)

1410 (753–2130)

29.10

977 (706 to 1272)

578 (215–1342)

435(284 to 618)

2

χ =56.25, p<0.001

176(58–602)

44.55

2

χ =22.53, p=0.002

Only patients without any complication or those with one category of complication have been included in this table. A total of 2340 patients
who did not have T2DM-related insurance claims were treated as US$0.0015 in calculation. P value was estimated by GLM regression with
adjustments for age, sex, insurance type, education, income, occupation, T2DM duration and mortality.
GLM, generalised linear model; OOP, out-of-pocket; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.

no statistically significant increase in outpatient costs
was observed among patients with diabetic foot. Unsurprisingly, complications also significantly increased the
OOP costs associated with both inpatient admissions and
outpatient visits, except those for diabetic foot (given the
small number of cases) (see table 3).

Compared with patients under UEBMI, those under
URBMI had higher outpatient costs and lower inpatient costs, but higher OOP costs for both inpatient and
outpatient visits. Moreover, male patients, patients with
high education levels and patients with a long duration
of T2DM had significantly higher total and OOP costs

Figure 2 Proportion (%) of total costs attributable to complication treatment (only patients with complication in one category
have been included in this figure).
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Table 2 The annual direct medical costs per patient by complication type (US$)
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for both inpatient and outpatient visits than their counterparts. In addition, we found that inpatient total costs
were positively associated with age, and patients who
were farmers had the lowest outpatient costs. In addition,
patients who died in 2015 had higher inpatient costs but
lower outpatient costs (see table 3).
Table 4 shows that the total and OOP inpatient expenditures of those with more than one complication were
higher than those of patients with a single complication,
but the difference was not statistically significant. Despite
this, having more than one complication was associated
with 44.55% (p<0.001) higher outpatient total costs and
44.36% (p<0.001) higher outpatient OOP costs.
Discussion
This is the first population-based study to provide estimates using insurance claims linked with death registry
and healthcare management data for a large sample in
rural China. The findings provide valuable evidence for
policy-makers and managers on the high expenditures
and opportunity costs associated with managing patients
with diabetes and its complications.
Impacts of complication type on direct medical costs
We found that complications were a significant determinant of variations in both inpatient and outpatient costs.
The mean cost for patients with one complication was
about US$1399 in our study sample, which is far less than
in high-income Western countries, such as Denmark,
where healthcare costs for similar patients range from
about US$2780 to US$7255 person-years.9 However, it is
comparable to or higher than the expenditure observed
Wu H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e020647. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-020647
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Figure 3 Mean of total costs and OOP costs with
bootstrapped 95% CI among patients with diabetes with
different numbers of complications. P value was estimated
by GLM regression with adjustments for age, sex, insurance
type, education, income, occupation, T2DM duration
and mortality. GLM, generalised linear model; OOP, out-ofpocket; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.

in other middle-income countries, such as Thailand,
where the median cost for an individual with T2DM
with complications is US$480.10 After adjustment for
other potential confounders, patients with one category
of complications had, respectively, 83.55% and 38.46%
greater total costs for inpatient and outpatient services
than did patients without complications. This finding is
in concordance with a study conducted in Spain, which
found 1.6 times greater resource use for patients with
microvascular complications and 2.3 times for those with
macrovascular complications.11 An earlier study in China
also reported that in the presence of microvascular and
macrovascular complications, the median direct medical
cost was 1.5 times and 1.7 times higher, respectively, than
for patients with no complications.12 Other studies find
similar results.13–15
It is important to identify which types of complications
greatly increase the economic burden, so as to incorporate them into cost-reducing diabetes management
programmes. In our study, patients with acute complications had the highest mean cost of US$5558, which was
higher than the cost of DKA in some African countries
(ranging from US$39 in Guinea to US$1100 in Benin).16
In addition, we found that patients with diabetic foot
spent about US$5207 at mean. Cavanagh et al reported
that the cost of treatment ranged from US$3959 to
US$188 645 for diabetic foot ulcers in theUSA, and it
ranged from US$102 to US$3060 in Tanzania.17 For
cardiovascular complications, the mean cost was US$1150
and US$1724 for ischaemic heart disease and stroke,
respectively. Similarly, Caporale et al estimated the cost
of hospitalisation for cardiovascular complications in
Argentina to be US$1628.18 Nevertheless, a study in
United Arab Emirates estimated that the average annual
treatment costs of heart attack and stroke were US$5557
and US$7261, respectively.19 Not surprisingly, the impacts
on direct medical costs vary widely by type of complication. Controlling for other explanatory variables, patients
with diabetic foot, acute complications, stroke and ischaemic heart disease were associated with particularly high
inpatient costs (increasing by 140.80%, 116.75%, 86.30%
and 86.12%, respectively), compared with patients
without complications. Among outpatients with diabetes,
diabetic nephropathy, acute complications and retinopathy involved the greatest economic burden (increasing
by 96.86%, 86.86% and 77.80%, respectively, over those
without complications). The cost due to complications,
as a proportion of total costs, also increased. This might
indicate that the severity of complications increased over
time, and is consistent with previous studies in Western
countries, which indicate that renal and cardiovascular
complications are the most prevalent and are associated with particularly high costs.20 21 A hospital-based
study in Hangzhou reported that patients with coronary
artery disease and diabetic foot had, respectively, 93.7%
and 89.0% higher inpatient costs.22 A study in English
hospitals also found that patients who suffered diabetic
foot and lower limb had significantly higher costs than
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Inpatient
Variable

Total costs

Outpatient
OOP costs

Total costs

OOP costs

N

1419

1419

16 275

16 275

Constant

8.6592 (0.1379)**

7.0971 (0.1460)**

6.7392 (0.0572)**

5.5476 (0.0786)**

 Female

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 Male

0.2686 (0.0462)**

0.2945 (0.0493)**

0.0530 (0.0183)**

0.0877 (0.0251)**

Gender

Age (years)
 <50

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 50–70

0.1554 (0.0674)*

0.1535 (0.0710)*

−0.0357 (0.0269)

−0.0382 (0.0369)

 ≥70

0.1862 (0.0738)*

0.1585 (0.0777)*

−0.0510 (0.0293)

−0.0612 (0.0402)

Education level
 No formal school

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 Primary school

0.1580 (0.0531)**

0.1657 (0.0560)**

0.0810 (0.0204)**

0.0662 (0.0280)*

 Middle school or higher

0.1390 (0.0698)*

0.1840 (0.0745)*

0.1523 (0.0275)**

0.1460 (0.378)**

 Unspecified

−0.0672 (0.1013)

−0.0724 (0.1068)

−0.0085 (0.0417)

0.0158 (0.0576)

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

Income (US$ per month)
 <231
 231–461

−0.1566 (0.0994)

−0.1012 (0.1050)

0.0215 (0.0433)

−0.0181 (0.0593)

 ≥462

−0.0108 (0.1031)

0.0523 (0.1084)

0.0473 (0.0433)

0.0105 (0.0611)

 Unspecified

−0.0599 (0.1172)

0.0483 (0.1243)

0.0413 (0.0495)

−0.0303 (0.0679)

Occupation
 Farmer

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 Worker

−0.0906 (0.0711)

0.0157 (0.0754)

0.1265 (0.0260)**

0.1623 (0.0356)**

 Retired/housework

0.0552 (0.0658)

−0.0540 (0.0681)

0.0948 (0.0273)**

0.0027 (0.0366)

 Others

0.0275 (0.0712)

0.0930 (0.0753)

0.1211 (0.0271)**

0.1166 (0.0372)**

 UEBMI

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 URBMI

−0.1778 (0.0593)**

0.4658 (0.0619)**

0.3165 (0.0245)**

0.8070 (0.0333)**

Insurance type

T2DM duration (years)
 <5

Ref

Ref

Ref

Ref

 5–9

0.1161 (0.0481)*

0.0939 (0.0507)

0.3044 (0.0182)**

0.2601 (0.0249)**

 ≥10

0.3132 (0.0603)**

0.2668 (0.0630)**

0.6406 (0.0290)**

0.6264 (0.0397)**

Mortality

0.5710 (0.0899)**

0.4901 (0.0957)**

−0.6060 (0.0681)**

−0.4539 (0.0934)**

Complications

0.8355 (0.0441)**

0.8370 (0.0467)**

0.3846 (0.0262)**

0.6218 (0.0359)**

 Acute complications

1.1675 (0.2756)**

1.4690 (0.2961)**

0.8686 (0.3812)*

1.0568 (0.5226)*

 Ischaemic heart disease

0.8612 (0.0604)**

0.9901 (0.0640)**

0.2663 (0.0377)**

0.4706 (0.0517)**

 Stroke

0.8630 (0.0527)**

0.7471 (0.0552)**

0.3331 (0.0396)**

0.6008 (0.0544)**

 Retinopathy

0.5170 (0.1892)**

0.7854 (0.2001)**

0.7780 (0.0936)**

0.9951 (0.1283)**

 Neuropathy

0.5186 (0.2310)*

0.5111 (0.2441)*

0.4760 (0.1801)**

0.5851 (0.2468)*

 Nephropathy

0.5293 (0.1545)**

0.6754 (0.1637)**

0.9686 (0.1458)**

1.4092 (0.1999)**

 Diabetic foot

1.4080 (0.3598)**

0.8875 (0.3786)*

0.4677 (0.5389)

0.6789 (0.7389)

 Unspecified

0.4844 (0.1796)**

0.6110 (0.1900)**

0.6345 (0.1293)**

0.7531 (0.1774)**

Data, patients with one category complication and those without any complication in 2015. Econometric model: GLM regression
with total costs and OOP costs as the dependent variable for inpatient admissions and outpatient visits, respectively. A total of 1219
patients who spent US$0 for OOP costs were treated as US$0.0015 in GLM regression. The numbers in the table are GLM regression
coefficients. SEs in parentheses. *P<0.05; **P<0.01.
GLM, generalised linear model; OOP, out-of-pocket; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus; UEBMI, Urban Employee Basic Medical
Insurance; URBMI, Urban Resident Basic Medical Insurance.
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Inpatient

Outpatient

Variable

Total costs

OOP costs

Total costs

OOP costs

N
Constant

839
9.1458 (0.2122)**

839
7.5380 (0.2205)**

2262
7.2507 (0.1368)**

2262
6.4511 (0.1878)**

Ref
0.0480 (0.0909)

Ref
0.1568 (0.0960)

Ref
0.4455 (0.0633)**

Ref
0.4436 (0.0873)**

Complication no
 One complication
 Multiple complications

Data, patients with one and multiple category complications in 2015. Econometric model: GLM regression with total costs and OOP costs as
the dependent variable for inpatient admissions and outpatient visits, respectively. The model adjusted for sex, age, education level, income,
occupation, insurance type, T2DM duration and mortality. The numbers in the table are GLM regression coefficients. SEs in parentheses.
**P<0.01.
GLM, generalised linear model; OOP, out-of-pocket; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.

other patients.23 Similarly, a study in the USA indicated
that coronary heart disease, congestive heart failure and
amputation were each associated with 70%–150% higher
medical costs.24 Acute complications and an acute attack
of ischaemic heart disease and stroke are commonly
severe, and require surgery, PCI or other special treatments in a hospital. Diabetic foot and nephropathy seriously affect the quality of patients’ lives, and patients have
to go to hospitals frequently to obtain medical services.
Note that the outpatient expenditures associated with
stroke and ischaemic heart disease were higher by 33.31%
and 26.63%, respectively (p<0.05); these increases are
lower than for other complications. The outpatient visits
for ischaemic heart disease and stroke covered treatment
during the postoperative and recovery period. Moreover,
after being admitted to a hospital for an acute episode,
many rural patients, who usually must pay a higher share
of treatment costs relative to their income, choose to be
rehabilitated at home, thus reducing the sample mean
outpatient cost.
Impacts of number of complications on direct medical costs
Many previous studies have demonstrated that the
number of complications has a significant impact on
diabetic expenditure.19 25–27 In our study, the mean total
cost for patients with 2 and 3+ complications was US$1705
and US$2994, respectively. Morsanutto et al estimated
the annual medical costs for patients in Italy with 1 and
2+ complications at US$2296 and US$3989, respectively.28
In particular, the presence of more than one complication
was associated with a significant 44.55% adjusted increase
in outpatient total costs, when compared with one
complication. According to a study in four major cities in
China, for each increase in the number of complications,
there was an approximately 33% increase in annual direct
medical costs.29 Similarly, in Brazil, outpatient care costs
for patients with two types of complications were 25%
higher than for those with one.30
Impacts of socioeconomic factors on direct medical costs
Compared with patients under UEBMI, those under
URBMI had higher outpatient costs and lower inpatient
Wu H, et al. BMJ Open 2018;8:e020647. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-020647

costs, but higher OOP costs for both inpatient and outpatient visits. This pattern reflects the relative generosity of
UEBMI relative to the insurance for rural residents (the
majority of those covered by Tongxiang’s URBMI), and is
consistent with several previous studies including Wang
et al documenting differences the annual direct medical
costs of T2DM among patients enrolled in different
insurance schemes.29 In Tongxiang, UEBMI covers
more services with a higher reimbursed proportion than
URBMI, and hospital admissions generally have better
insurance coverage (ie, a higher reimbursement ratio)
than outpatient visits do. Patients under UEBMI often
live in urban areas, benefit from better sanitation services
and have easy access to higher level medical providers
such as urban hospitals. The results of our study imply
that patients with UEBMI are prone to have more hospitalisations than similar patients with different insurance,
which might indicate some inefficient overuse (or ‘moral
hazard’).
It was reported in a study of the USA that men had
more hospitalisations, longer stays and higher costs than
women.31 On the contrary, some previous studies in
China reported that women’s diabetes disease burden was
heavier than that of men.31 32 In our study, male patients
are more like to have higher expenditures for both inpatient and outpatient visits than their female counterparts.
These inconsistencies may be because of differences
among healthcare systems, cost definitions, methodologies and demographic characteristics. In rural China,
males are often the main source of family income; they
represent a significantly greater proportion of UEBMI
and have higher education levels than do females. Therefore, males might pay much more attention to their
healthcare and have a higher willingness to pay. In addition to gender, the duration of T2DM is seen to matter.
As patients continue to suffer T2DM over time, the costs
for both inpatient and outpatient visits rise significantly.
T2DM is a chronic medical condition, and the risk of
developing complications increases with time.33 Also, we
found total inpatient costs to be positively associated with
age, which is in accordance with previous research.22 32
9
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Limitations
There were several limitations to this study. First, it relies
on the accuracy and completeness of data drawn from
several electronic systems. Second, the first diagnosis
listed on an insurance claim was used as the primary
reason for each inpatient admission or outpatient visit.
Thus, the study only imperfectly distinguishes the allocation of expenditures between complication-related and
non-complication-related causes. Third, the study defines
patients with complications as those who had at least one
claim for a complication in the social security system in
2015. This could have led to an underestimation of the
prevalence of complications. Therefore, for some kinds
of complications, especial rare ones, the estimates in the
models have relatively large SEs. Fourth, the study lacked
data on physical examinations and laboratory tests, which
might lead to underestimation of diabetes expenditures.
Finally, the URBMI in Tongxiang did not collect information on self-medication, and the self-medication records
in UEBMI were limited. Hence, these expenditures,
which are a part of direct medical costs, could not be
included in the study.

Conclusions
The results indicated that T2DM-related complications
significantly aggravated the economic burden of diabetes.
Specific kinds of complications and the presence of
multiple complications are correlated with much higher
expenditures. Acute complications, diabetic foot, stroke,
ischaemic heart disease and diabetic nephropathy were
the highest cost complications. Gender, age, education
level, insurance type, T2DM duration and mortality were
10

significant predictors of differences in T2DM costs. As
diabetes continues to become more prevalent in China,
its proper management and the prevention of related
complications are urgently needed to reduce the growing
economic burden of the disease.
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